Sunshine range
Solar solutions that extend your day

Access to energy program at TotalEnergies
Providing reliable and affordable solar solutions

TotalEnergies is active in more than 130 countries. The company puts sustainable development in all its
dimensions at the heart of its projects and operations to contribute to the well-being of people.
Because energy is vital and drives progress, it must be available to everyone. However, this access is still a
daily challenge for 759 million* people who live without access to electricity. In this context, our teams are
committed to provide energy that is ever more affordable, clean, reliable and accessible to as many
people as possible.
In 2010, TotalEnergies launched the access to energy program and since 2018 we provide our own range
of Sunshine solar solutions, in station or through partners.

18.7
million

people impacted

4.7

million

tons of CO2 avoided

4.2

million
lamps sold

Our objective:

25 million people impacted by 2025

For further information, visit our website

accesstoenergy.totalenergies
© TotalEnergies

Sources: Tracking SDG 7, The Energy Progress Report 2021 - indicator 2019. TotalEnergies - October 2021 indicators.

Sunshine range

Why choose our solar solutions?
Essential products for the whole family

Solar solutions that extend your day

A recognized brand
TotalEnergies is a reference in the energy field: recognized for its proximity to
customers, its strong local presence and the quality of its service. Our expertise
and presence in the solar solutions market have enabled us to sell more than
4 million solar products in over 30 countries.
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Product development based on customer needs
When developing solar products, we chose to focus on the essential: offering
quality products at affordable prices. Our durable products offer strong
performances and provide an alternative to less reliable traditional energy
sources.

Quality products
We are committed to provide durable and robust solutions: our products are
tested by TotalEnergies’R&D teams and meet Lighting Global quality standards.
All Sunshine solar products come with a warranty.

Pocket Sunshine

Pocket Sunshine
The light to take everywhere
The Pocket Sunshine is designed to by easily carried. Its small and lightweight design
makes it easy to use. Its 2 brightness modes allow you to light up your activites for
more than 7 hours.

3x brighter than kerosene lamps
4x brighter than candles - high mode

7

hours
of light - normal mode

Battery
life span:

5

years

Integrated solar panel

Easy charge!

Robust: drop-proof
and rain-proof
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Very practical!
For more light, hook it everywhere

Specifications
High mode

40 lumens - 3 hours

Normal mode

20 lumens - 7 hours

Charging time

5 hours

Battery

3.2 V, 400 mAh, LiFePo4

Solar panel

0.3 W, 5 V, SunPower® monocrystalline

This product meets the Lighting Global Quality Standards

Hang it

Hook it

Carry it

Little Sunshine

Little Sunshine

The robust and affordable solar lamp
The Little Sunshine combines convenience and robustness. Its integrated solar panel
makes it easy to charge and provides continuous light for 8 hours. With its two
brightness modes, this lamp can be used as a desk lamp or night light.

2x brighter than kerosene lamps
3x brighter than candles - high mode

8

hours
of light - normal mode

Robust: dust and
UV resistant

Integrated solar panel

Easy charge!
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Lightweight and convenient
Specifications
High mode

30 lumens - 3 hours

Normal mode

10 lumens - 8 hours

Charging time

6 hours

Battery

3.2 V, 500 mAh, LiFePo4

Solar panel

0.4 W, 4.5 V, monocrystalline

Place it
This product meets the Lighting Global Quality Standards

Hook it

Hang it

One Sunshine

One Sunshine

The solar lamp to read, study and work
The One Sunshine is an all-in-one, easy-to-carry solar lamp with two brightness
modes. Small and versatile, it can be used in many situations: placed on a table, hung
on the wall or used outdoors.

2x brighter than kerosene lamps
3x brighter than candles - high mode

17

hours
of light - normal mode

Removable
metal stand

Integrated solar panel

Easy charge!
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Powerful and transportable
Specifications
High mode

30 lumens - 6.5 hours

Normal mode

10 lumens - 17 hours

Charging time

6 hours

Battery

3.2 V, 500 mAh, LiFePo4

Solar panel

0.4 W, 4.5 V, SunPower® monocrystalline

Place it

Carry it

Hook it

Hang it

Family Sunshine

Family Sunshine

The solar lamp that also charges your phone
The Family Sunshine is super efficient: its powerful light can light up you home for 18
hours. You can charge your phone with its USB port and check the battery level using
the charge indicator. Multifunctional, it can be put on a table, hung from the ceiling or
use to get around.

20x brighter than kerosene lamps
30x brighter than candles - turbo mode
360° rotation

3 brightness
modes

18
Up to

hours
of light - normal mode

300 lumens

Robust: drop-proof
and rain-proof
Phone
charger
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Specifications
Turbo mode

300 lumens - 3 hours

High mode

240 lumens - 6 hours

Normal mode

80 lumens - 18 hours

Charging time

6 hours

Battery

3.7 V, 4100 mAh, lithium-ion

Solar panel

3 W, 5 V, polycrystalline

Accessory

USB charging cable

This product meets the Lighting Global Quality Standards

Multifunctional

Place it

Hook it

Carry it

Hang it

Home Sunshine Lite
The affordable solar kit
The Home Sunshine Lite can light up several rooms of your home with is two light
bulbs. Easy to install and easy to use, this solar kits provides continuous lighting for
17 hours. The USB port also allows you to charge a phone.

13x brighter than kerosene lamps
20x brighter than candles - high mode
Affordable price
and no credit

Home Sunshine Lite

17
2

hours
of light - normal mode

light bulbs
included!

Phone
charger
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For an essential use
Specifications
High mode

200 lumens - 8.5 hours

Normal mode

100 lumens - 17 hours

Charging time

6 hours

Battery

3.7 V, 4400 mAh, lithium-ion

Solar panel

5 W, 5 V, polycrystalline

Accessory

USB charging cable

Light up
multiple rooms

Charge
your phone

Home Sunshine

Home Sunshine

The full solar kit
The Home Sunshine allows you to light up several rooms, to charge your phone and
to listen to music. With an autonomy of 15 hours, this solar kit is equipped with 3
lights, including a neon. Easy to install and to use, the Home Sunshine also comes
with a torch and a radio.

27x brighter than kerosene lamps
40x brighter than candles - high mode

Torch and radio included

15
3

hours
of light - normal mode

light points
included!

Phone
charger
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Specifications
High mode

400 lumens - 7 hours

Normal mode

200 lumens - 15.5 hours

Charging time

6 hours

Battery

Battery: 3.7 V, 8800 mAh, lithium-ion

Full and powerful

Torch: 3.7 V, 2000 mAh, lithium-ion
Radio: 3.7 V, 1000 mAh, lithium-ion
Solar panel

10 W, 6 V, polycrystalline

Accessory

USB charging cable

This product meets the Lighting Global Quality Standards

Light up
multiple rooms

Listen to
the radio

Use
the torch

Charge
the phone
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